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Summary Information

Repository: Walter P. Reuther Library
Creator: Wayne State University
Title: Wayne State University School of Medicine Photographs and Audio-Visual Materials
ID: WSAV002718
Date [inclusive]: 1887-2003
Date [bulk]: bulk
Physical Description: 10.75 Linear Feet (13 MB, 4 OS, 2 film reels). Contains photographic glass plate and film negatives, prints, and motions picture film.
Physical Location: 3W-A-2(4-5), 3W-V-3(2)
Language of the Material: English
Language of the Material: Material entirely in English.
Abstract: The Wayne State University School of Medicine had four important forerunners: Detroit Medical College (1868-1885), Michigan College of Medicine (1879-1885), Detroit College of Medicine (1885-1913), and Detroit College of Medicine and Surgery (1913-1933). The collection consists of photograph prints and negatives of Wayne State University School of Medicine staff, students, and buildings. Photographs of staff and students are posed yearbook and identification photographs. Building photographs include construction photographs, aerals, and panoramic. Miscellaneous photographs of school events and laboratory photographs are included as well.

Citation Style

"Wayne State University School of Medicine Photographs and Audio-Visual Material, Box [#], [Folder/Item #], Walter P. Reuther Library, Archives of Labor and Urban Affairs, Wayne State University"

^ Return to Table of Contents
History

The Wayne State University School of Medicine had four important forerunners: Detroit Medical College (1868-1885), Michigan College of Medicine (1879-1885), Detroit College of Medicine (1885-1913), and Detroit College of Medicine and Surgery (1913-1933).

Scope and Content

Collection consists of photograph prints and negatives of Wayne State University School of Medicine staff, students, and buildings. Photographs of staff and students are posed yearbook and identification photographs. Building photographs include construction photographs, aerials, and panoramic. Miscellaneous photographs of school events and laboratory photographs are included as well.

Arrangement

Materials largely reflect original order: arranged loosely by subject and/or format, and then alphabetically or chronologically.

Administrative Information

Publication Statement

Walter P. Reuther Library

5401 Cass Avenue
Detroit, MI 48202
URL: http://reuther.wayne.edu
Acquisition
Transferred by Wayne State University School of Medicine.

Processing History
Processed and finding aid written by Dan McCarthy on 9/21/2016. Edited by Deborah Rice, November 2016.

Access
Collection is open for research.
Patrons must make an appointment with the AV Department prior to visiting.

Use
Refer to the Walter P. Reuther Library "Rules for Use of Archival Materials."
For image reproduction, contact the AV Department.

Related Materials
Wayne State University School of Medicine Collections

Controlled Access Headings
- Photographs
- Universities and colleges --Faculty
- Buildings--Detroit (Mich.)
- Wayne State University
- Detroit College of Medicine
• Wayne State University. School of Medicine
Box 1: Staff Portraits; Negatives and prints
1. Staff A
2. Staff B
3. Staff C
4. Staff D
5. Staff E
6. Staff F
7. Staff G

Box 2: Staff Portraits; Negatives and prints
1. Staff H
2. Staff I
3. Staff J
4. Staff K
5. Staff L
6. Staff Ma-Mc
7. Staff Me-My
8. Staff C. S. Mott
9. Staff N
10. Staff O

Box 3: Staff Portraits; Negatives and prints
1. Staff P
2. Staff Q
3. Staff R
4. Staff Sa-Sn
5. Staff So-Sw
6. Staff T
7. Staff V

Box 4: Staff Portraits and Students; Negatives and prints
1. Staff W
2. Staff Y
3. Staff Z
4. Class of 1887
5. Class of 1917
6. Class of 1945
8. Class of 1960 and 1961
9. Class of 1962
10. Class of 1963  
11. Class of 1964  
12. Class of 1965  
13. Class of 1966  
14. Class of 1967  
15. Class of 1968

**Box 5: Students; Negatives and prints**  
1. Class of 1969  
2. Class of 1970  
3. Class of 1971 and 1972  
4. Class of 1974  
5. Class of 1975  
6. Class of 1977  
7. Class of 1978  
8. Class of 1979  
9. Class of 1981  
10. Class of 1982

**Box 6: Students; Negatives and prints**  
1. Class of 1983  
2. Class of 1984  
3. Class of 1985  
4. Class of 1986  
5. Class of 1987  
6. Class of 1988  
7. Class of 1989  
8. Class of 1992  
9. Class of 1993  
10. Class of 1994  
11. Class of 1995  
12. Class of 1996  
13. Class of 1997

**Box 7: Students and Buildings; Negatives and prints**  
1. Class of 1998  
2. Class of 1999  
3. 1400 Chrysler; Medical School Fires  
4. Flood Conditions in Medical School Basement  
5. Medical School Pictures
6. Medical Campus Plans
7. Construction photos

Box 8: Buildings; Negatives and prints
1. Medical school, 1968
2. Medical school, 1969
3. Medical school
4. Photo lab
5. Hutzel Hospital
6. Helen Vera Lande Building
7. Shiffman Medical Library
8. Louis M. Elliman Building
9. Medical research building
10. Aerial photographs
11. Medical campus construction

Box 9: Buildings; Negatives and prints
1. New medical center
2. C.S. Mott center
3. Lafayette clinic
4. Lafayette clinic; internal photographs
5. Wayne County medical society; building construction, 1957
6. Scott Hall
7. Scott Hall
8. Scott Hall
9. Detroit General hospital
10. Scott Hall; removing the statue
11. Scott Hall; labs
12. Scott hall; construction

Box 10: Negatives and prints
1. Buildings; Installing flag pole outside Scott hall, 1992
2. Buildings; New College of Medicine
3. Buildings; Receiving Hospital and additions, 1952
4. Buildings; Original School of Medicine
5. Buildings; Medical Science Building, 1964
6. Buildings; Detroit Receiving Hospital and University Health Center
7. Buildings; Miscellaneous photos
8. Students; Class of 2000
9. Students; Class of 2001
10. Students; Class of 2002
11. Students; Class of 2003
12. Students; Miscellaneous
13. Family medicine group; Christmas, 1999
14. Student cohorts and groups
15. Staff; Unknown

**Box 11: Negatives and prints**
1. Staff; Unknown
2. Staff at events (1 of 2)
3. Staff at events (2 of 2)
4. Nic Spanos; 45 anniversary celebration
5. Scott Hall dedication, 1972
6. Disco dinner dance, February 1979
7. ICU symposium on critical care, May 1972
8. Graduation
9. Surgeon general and faculty
10. Lawrence Weiner award
11. Alumni dinner
12. Dr. Vincent; portrait unveiling
13. Dr. Beckett; Lafayette clinic display
14. 125th Anniversary celebration
15. VA hospital groundbreaking, 1991

**Box 12: Negatives and prints**
1. Mummy autopsy
2. Miscellaneous events
3. Graduation, undated
4. Graduation, undated
5. Lafayette Clinic; Events
6. Groundbreaking; Basic Science Building, 1968
7. Miscellaneous. photos and prints
8. Miscellaneous. photos and negatives
9. Logos
10. Miscellaneous. negatives (1 of 9)
11. Miscellaneous. negatives (2 of 9)
12. Miscellaneous. negatives (3 of 9)
13. Miscellaneous. negatives (4 of 9)
Box 13: Negatives and prints
1. Miscellaneous. negatives (5 of 9)
2. Miscellaneous. negatives (6 of 9)
3. Miscellaneous. negatives (7 of 9)
4. Miscellaneous. negatives (8 of 9)
5. Miscellaneous. negatives (9 of 9)

Box 14: Negative strips

Box 15: Negatives; Strips and rolls

Box 16: Negative rolls
1. Students; Class of 1990
2. Students; Class of 1992
3. Students; Class of 1994
4. Students; Class of 1995
5. Students; Class of 1996
6. Students; Class of 1997
7. Students; Class of 1999
8. Students; Miscellaneous

Box 17: Oversized Yearbook Pages
1. Class of 1978
2. Class of 1980
3. Class of 1983

Box 18
1. School of Medicine groundbreaking, undated; Super 8mm film

Box 19
1. Unnamed documentary, 1970s; 16mm film